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GM Motorhome Power - Banks Power - SLIDEBLAST.COM

Back on the road, Banks PowerPack did everything Gale ... Rear-wheel Horsepower. Rear-wheel Torque ... designer Bob Robe explains. â€œThis is of little value ... 
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GAINS UP TO: +79 horsepower +96 lb-ft torque 24% quicker 0-60 mph 20% better mileage



GM Motorhome Power PowerPack ® and Stinger ® Systems for GM 7.4L (454) Class-A Motorhomes



G A L E



B A N K S



E N G I N E E R I N G



It’s all about airflow “Every aspect of the final design was carefully engineered for optimum improvement of the engine’s ability to breathe.” — MOTORHOME



PowerPack



®



1982-95 MOTORHOMES Banks PowerPack system eliminates the “sins” of the factory – intake and exhaust restrictions – and replaces them with a suite of components that allow your engine’s full potential to be realized. PowerPacks for throttle-body-injected (TBI) engines typically include: Banks Ram-Air intake system with Super-Scoop air inlet and ducting, cast-aluminum airfilter cover, lifetime, high-flow air cleaner and service kit. On the exhaust side, Banks stainless TorqueTube exhaust manifolds combine with Banks stainless Dynaflow muffler, and constant-diameter, stainless Monster exhaust with 3.5-inch* tailpipe and a polished stainless tailpipe tip. Heat shielding included as necessary. *For carbureted motorhomes, Banks offers a choice of stainless or aluminized steel 3-inch exhaust system.



Shown: PowerPack system for EFI (TBI) models, with optional extension kit for longer wheelbases.



“ Knowing Gale,there’s something big stuffed under the hood. His reputation for sweetening horsepower with his innovative engine applications has attracted individuals and corporations. Banks owns the leading-edge in technology these days.” — MOTORWEEK



PowerPack



Shown: PowerPack system for Vortec models (P-30 chassis, passenger-side tailpipe exit).



®



1996-00 VORTEC MOTORHOMES differ from pre -1996 systems: Banks’ huge, stainless Dynaflow muffler is customengineered with a 3.5-inch outlet to provide the freest possible flow through Vortec exhausts. Banks PowerPack systems for Vortecs also include: Banks Ram-Air intake system with Super-Scoop air inlet and ducting, lifetime, high-flow air cleaner and service kit, stainless TorqueTube exhaust manifolds and constant-diameter, stainless Monster 3.5inch tailpipe with a polished stainless tailpipe tip. Left or right exit option. Heat shielding included as necessary.



T E S T



Although GM’s 7.4L powerplant ceased production in 1999, its ruggedness promises faithful service for another generation on the highways. Thanks to its affordability and reliability, the chassis remains a popular choice among Class-A motorhome owners, despite the desire for bolder performance.



Stock Performance During a driving analysis of a stock 7.4L TBI test vehicle, Banks engineers recorded that power fell off significantly sooner than the factory-specified 3600-rpm peak. Engineering manager Peter Treydte commented that after 3300 rpm, “It feels like half the engine just disappears!” Banks DynaFact instrumentation confirmed that the engine topped out at only 177 hp @3300 rpm. At the critical upshift point, output stalled at a weakly 146 hp, causing power-fades on the grade as the engine struggled to the shifts. Full-throttle driving gave the transmission a workout as it searched for the power-and-gear combo to get the rig uphill.



Report from independent road tests: “ Back on the road, Banks PowerPack did everything Gale said it would: most noticeably, increased gas mileage and power. Now we’re able to go up most hills in high gear, with no loss of speed.” — OUTDOOR NEWS NETWORK



“ The improvement in all categories of testing was impressive. Picking up 2.85 mpg and 11 mph while pulling the grade is significant.” — MOTORHOME



Merging attempts from 0-to-60 mph required 1325 feet — a lot longer than standard freeway onramps. On the road, the coach required a casual 12.7 seconds to “accelerate” from 40-to-60 mph. With such meager power, any thought of moving out and around a farm vehicle in front was just a “passing fancy” that could not be safely tested. The engine ran far less efficiently than it should, adding to wear-and-tear. Mileage suffered, averaging well below 7 mpg. Operating at moderate speeds on a temperate day, the exhaust gas temperature (EGT) in the manifolds exceeded 1550°F — hot enough to start cracking some bolts.



Power Inhibitors What causes a stalwart big-block to fall on its face like that? Simply put, the muscular big block was gasping for air. The stock intake set-up prevents the engine from getting anything near its capacity of ram-air. Suction-loss tests indicate the factory’s puny induction parts produce 17.0 in/H2O vacuum; that limits power production and wastes fuel. Exhaust backpressure caused by the factory’s restrictive muffler and crudely bent tailpipe maintained a 7.5-psi crescendo. No wonder it was sluggish when they put the hammer down! Factory-bred airflow restrictions put the brakes on power; Banks PowerPack system releases it.



Performance Test Weight: 16,560 lbs.
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The Banks team invested many months to uncover the true potential of GM’s big iron. “We analyzed the engine’s output data, logging what it was doing 20 times a second, to let us know what direction we should be going,” said Gale Banks. The first order of business is to mildly supercharge the engine with ram-air. Banks Ram-Air intake includes the Super-Scoop inlet, to swallow up more ram-air and feed it to the engine through Banks 4-inch ducting. Banks lifetime Ram-Air filter replaces the paper element and reduces air-cleaner suction by 86%. Banks cast aluminum housing encourages the ram-air’s express trip into the combustion chambers, where power is made. Banks stainless TorqueTube manifolds actually pull exhaust from the engine, producing gains that multiply torque output as much as 150%. Banks combination of the stainless, acoustic-tuned Dynaflow muffler and Monster tailpipe slash exhaust backpressure by 90%.



“ Peak numbers tell just part of the story. The Banks PowerPack broadened the total range.” —COAST TO COAST



Rear-wheel Horsepower



V-8 power unbound Throttle response is the first clue that the motorhome has been set free. The coach accelerates from 40-to-60 mph 26% faster and cuts a football field off the 0-to-60 mph distance. Onramps and passing are no problem now! PowerPack moves the horsepower peak from 177 hp @3300 rpm to 233 hp @4000 rpm, so there’s plenty of stuff to march the rig strongly to the 4300-rpm upshift. At the downshift, Banks has +81 more lb-ft of torque to muscle heavy loads onward and upward.



Rear-wheel Torque (lb-ft)



“Most impressive is an increase in max speed on a 6% grade from 57 mph to 68 mph, in a higher gear” said Engineering manager Peter Treydte. “In a motorhome with massive frontal area, this is power that can be felt.” As you revel in top gains of +79 hp and +96 lb-ft, be sure to smile politely going past those fancy diesel pushers. All this power and torque is like money in the bank — there to draw from whenever you want it, earning durability and mileage “interest” every mile. PowerPacks thrive on regular octane and improve fuel economy up to 20% in pre-Vortecs; 10% in Vortec-equipped coaches. PowerPacks drop EGTs hundreds of degrees, prolonging engine life. All Banks systems meet or exceed emissions requirements in 50 states.
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Stinger



®



If your needs don’t require the mega-power of Banks PowerPack, Stinger is the economical alternative. Best gains of +58 hp and +64 lbft (TBI) or +48 hp and +49 lb-ft (Vortec) supply the muscle to handle many jobs. Banks constructs Stinger systems just like their PowerPack counterparts, but leaves out the stainless TorqueTube exhaust manifolds — the airflow improvements provide better mileage and prolong engine life. Shown: Stinger system for Vortec (P-30 chassis; driver-side tailpipe exit)
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BANKS RAM-AIR This cut-away compares Banks 1990-95 cast Hi-Rise filter and housing (left) to the stock lid. Its sloping sides and greater volume optimize airflow. Vortec motorhomes utilize Banks Ram-Air assembly with lifetime, high-flow air cleaner and service kit.



DYNAFLOW Banks built a stainless-steel giant among mufflers. The Dynaflow’s broad, acoustic-tuned chambers and dual-inlets flow 503 cfm @1in/Hg backpressure — a 74% improvement over the factory muffler’s 289 cfm. You get a commanding exhaust grumble that pronounces its power without disturbing your conversation.



B
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BANKS



17.0 in/H2O 2.4 in/H2O



AIR CLEANER VACUUM @ equal airflow



Stock muffler (Vortec)



BANKS RAM-AIR ™ INTAKE Banks’ intake improvements take advantage of the natural supercharging effect ram-air provides. (If you’ve ever stuck your hand out the window at 60-mph and felt the force working against it, you know what ram-air is.) Banks behind-the-grille SuperScoop® is 156% larger than the stock piece to harness more ram-air, separate out debris and rainwater and send the ram-air through a 4inch duct to the high-flow, lifetime Banks RamAir filter. That packs cool, dense ram-air into your engine, increasing power and efficiency. DYNAFLOW® MUFFLER Banks mufflers are designed with internal baffling or chambers to achieve very low restriction and freely dispel exhaust gases. Banks acoustically tunes out the annoying resonance that comes down the pipe from the engine, and replaces it with an authoritative, yet civilized, exhaust note. Constructed of stainless steel, Dynaflows are virtually impervious to cracking or blowing out. Equipped with formed-metal heat shielding as needed. 8.0



Banks Dynaflow (Vortec)



MONSTER® EXHAUST Banks replaces the restrictive factory piping with a stainless, 3.5inch* constant-diameter tailpipe for maximum flow potential — and tops it off with a colossal 4-inch* polished-steel tailpipe tip for a handsome finishing touch. Left- or right-exit for Vortec models. *Note: Stinger systems for Pre-Vortec (‘95-earlier) models include a 3-inch aluminized tailpipe and 3.5-inch polished tip.



TORQUETUBES Banks bulletproof torque monsters are streamlined, tubular manifolds constructed of heavy-wall stainless steel. The ultra-thick, 5⁄8 -inch flanges are machined flat to mount without gaskets that can blow out. Accommodates your spark-plug heat shields, so there’s no need for expensive plug wires.
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BANKS



7.50 psi 0.75psi



EXHAUST BACKPRESSURE @ equal airflow



TORQUETUBE® MANIFOLDS are the industry’s only exhaust manifolds tuned to take full advantage of motorhome power. “Others’ exhaust manifolds have short tubes designed for the higher rpm range typically used in race-type applications,” Banks chief designer Bob Robe explains. “This is of little value on a motorhome. We use much longer, somewhat smaller diameter, primary tubes. This and our exclusive high-velocity collector literally suck the exhaust out of the engine — boosting torque for stump-pulling guts.” TorqueTubes run your exhaust 150 to 200°F cooler.



Data Summaries:



Test vehicle: 31-foot GM 7.4L (454-ci) motorhome, P-30 chassis, throttle-body injected Vortec note: Gains produce final results equivalent to TBI Power and Performance data



BANKS POWERPACK



POWERPACK IMPROVEMENT
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(4400 rpm)



(4400 rpm)



+78.5 (55%)



177.0



233.3



(3300 rpm)



(4000 rpm)



+56.3 (32)



146.0



224.0



(4300 rpm)



(4300 rpm)



+78.0 (53%)
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(4200 rpm)



(4200 rpm)



+96.3 (52%)



342.3



402.9



(1800 rpm)



(1800 rpm)



+60.6 (18%)



STOCK MOTORHOME



POWER @ REAR WHEELS Horsepower, best gain Horsepower, peak-to-peak Horsepower gain @ upshift point at wide open throttle



Torque, best gain (lb-ft) Torque, peak-to-peak (lb-ft) Torque gain @ downshift point (lb-ft)



312.1



393.5



(2600 rpm)



(2600 rpm)



+81.4 (26%)



1,552



1,388



-164 (11%)



Exhaust backpressure (psi)



7.5



0.75



-6.75 (90%)



Air cleaner vacuum (in/H 2O)



17.0



2.4



-14.6 (86%)



STOCK MOTORHOME



BANKS POWERPACK



POWERPACK IMPROVEMENT



Acceleration, 0-60 mph, Time (sec)



24.19



18.38



-5.81 (24%)



Acceleration, 0-60 mph, Distance (ft)



1,325



1,008



-317 (24%)



Passing, 40-60 mph, Time (sec)



12.73



9.42



-3.31 (26%)



57



68



+11 (19%)



6.90



8.25



+1.35 (20%)



at wide open throttle



Exhaust gas temperature (°F) Total system @ equal airflow at equal horsepower



PERFORMANCE



Maximum speed, hill-climb (mph) 6% grade



Fuel economy (mph)



Over 7,000-mile test route



Order Yours Today! 1 800 GETPOWER Dealers Nationwide!



1 800 438 7693



www.bankspower.com



©2000 Gale Banks Engineering. All rights reserved. This material is for personal use only. Re-publication and re-dissemination, including posting to news groups, is expressly prohibited without the prior written consent of Gale Banks Engineering.



P.N. 96542



Gale Banks Engineering • 546 Duggan Avenue • Azusa, CA 91702 • (626) 969-9600 • Fax (626) 334-1743 Product Information & Sales (800) 438-7693 • Customer Support (888) 839-5600 • Installation Support (888) 839-2700 • Mon-Fri 6am-6pm; Sat 7am-1pm; PST
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Remplacement Sega Dreamcast Power Block (Power Supply) 

26 janv. 2017 - dÃ©charger avant de commencer Ã  travailler.. Retirez la tÃªte blanche broches femelle en serrant la pince et en le tirant doucement Ã  partir de.
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POWER TRIM 

Special Tools. 5A-1 ... 110 Amp Fuse Test (Pump Out of Boat) 5A-13 . 20 Amp Fuse Test. 5A-13 .... Gauge reading within specifications, pro- ceed to step 3.
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POWER TRIM 

Description ... â€œAUTOâ€� or â€œMANUALâ€� trim operation from the ... operation. Also, allows the operator to manually adjust the drive unit trim angle while underway in.
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Hydroelectric power 

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/File:Net_electricity_ · generation,_EU-28,_2012_(%C2%B9)_(%25_of_total ...
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power screenTM 

Ã‰crans d'urinoir pare-Ã©claboussures pour 30 jours et plus. SpÃ©cifications du produit. Description. Certification. NAFTA certifiÃ©. Couleur/Forme. Bleu, vert, orange, ...
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Geothermal power 

Geothermal energy means getting heat from hot rocks underground. â€¢ Hot water comes up out of the ground, and we use the heat to make steam to drive.
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Power point 

Jul 10, 2011 - âž¢His successes. âž¢Comparison French text/English translation. 07/10/2011. LB14 ... Le petit Nicolas with SempÃ©. â€¢ 1956 : hired by the Â« Journal ...
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Primal Power 

Player's Handbook , DunBeon Mast er's Guide, Mon ster Manual , Primol Power, EllrRRoN. FORGOTHN R eAL-M ...... training; the beast that lurks within them, or the Primal. Beast itself ..... moments toward what might be best for the future. The primal 
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Rez Power 

44 Oh, clap your hands,. N.C. q= 160 Driving rock. Bunis. D#unis. G#unis. CHORUS 1 all ye. N.C. peo ple. Bunis. D#unis. G#unis. and shout. F#unis. N.C.. -. E un to. God. B. F# with a voice of tri. C#m7. -. - umph,. E. B woh,. F#. C#m7 with a voice of
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Scottish power 

against difference", is now a powerful hegemonic force, which serves this state. ... In the context of these islands now being a 'sales territory' in a globalised, ...
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POWER STEERING 

Power Steering Pump and Components. (Exploded View). 8A-2 ..... Cut two hoses (from bulk hose supplied) of suffi- cient length to extend from bottom fittings on ...
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power screenTM 

Frais, pomme, tropical, berry, lavende, et melon. Durée de conservation. 3 ans. Conditionnement. Code produit. Description/Contenance. Dilution. PWR-4O-10.
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Power Commander 

all the maps are available for download on our website. ..... "user upgradeable" using the supplied USB cable and free downloads at; ...... XJ700 MAXIM. 3. 4302.
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Increasing Scientific Power With Statistical Power 

Department of Psychology, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ... A survey of basic ideas in statistical power analysis demonstrates the advantages and ease of ... necessary to have a clear understanding of the concept and its.
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POWER STEERING.pdf 

may be caused. 2006 MINI Cooper. 2002-05 STEERING Power Steering - Mini. 2006 MINI Cooper. 2002-05 STEERING Power Steering - Mini. Microsoft ...
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Power Commander 

After installation of the Power Commander with the base map, we would expect to see ...... Wideband Sensor, 270 Degree Sweep 2 1/16th Electric Gauge,.
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CARRIER POWER TO NOISE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY 

(FM, PM), some typical schemes are now described in more detail. (a) VOICE .... Comparison of Some Digital Modulation Waveforms Table A. BER = 1 x 10. -4.
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POWER TRIM 

cate all internal parts with Quicksilver Power Trim and Steering Fluid or (if not available) 10W-30 or. 10W-40 motor oil. Description. Part No. Loctite 27131.
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Power Sports 

Page 1 ... Meg Stone - Coaching Management, USOC, USA ... can ultimately lead to improved performance - which is a more satisfying prospect for the coach ...
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Power remplacement 

RÃ©digÃ© par: Maxine Holden. Oregon Scientific RM318PA C Adaptateur A / Power remplacement. Â© iFixit â€” CC BY-NC-SA. /Www.ifixit.com. Page 1 de 5 ...
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divine power 

and emulate. Divine PowerÂ° is a tome that broadens the choices ... Power is organized by class. Whether you ..... your next turn. you gain a - 2 bonus for each ally within 2 squares of you ...... end, duty-bound to begin a cycle of cosmic rebirth by
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power screen 

2018 Diversey, Inc. Tous droits réservés. PSS90488F (18/254). Données techniques power screen™. Certifications. NAFTA certifié. Couleur. Bleu, vert, orange, ...
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POWER TRIM 

90-12934--2 1097. Description. The Oildyne Power Trim Pump has internal valving that eliminates the need for an external reverse lock, as was required in the ...
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POWER TRAIN 

POWER SHIFl. Description. 6-159. Required. Ref. Part No. 1 K 940294. 2 K 623545. 3 K 623415. 4 K 602705. 5 K 19480. 6 K 954258. 7 K 943635. I K 19482.
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